
Creative Sensory Play Durable Design for Public Spaces 

Large 27" 685 mm touch screen.
Locking wall mount included.
Industry leading durability.
Easy to clean and sanitize.
Simple secure installation.
1 year warranty and quick remote support.
No monthly subscription fees.
Over the air updates. 
Games mix and duration optimized for public
spaces. Easy to enter and exit games. 

Model: UCTA-WOD-4230
Size: 42in x 24in x 30in 
Size: 1067mm x 610mm x 762mm
Product Weight: 98 lbs / 44 kg
Universal Power: 100-220 VAC
International plug styles available
Cord plugs into wall outlet
Seamless waterproof table surface

42" Ucreate Table - Wood Legs

FEATURES

42" Ucreate Table
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Creative sensory play experiences that
are fun for the whole family.
18 Creative game apps with multiple
experiences in each category.
Intuitive sensory play for children with
autism and special needs. 
Perfect for children ages 4-12.
Games foster creativity, refine motor
skills, enhance spatial cognition, and
nurture problem-solving abilities.
Maximize seat count in small spaces
Enhance with marketing and branding.

Ucreate tablets are pre-loaded with creative games
and activities for kids of all ages, keeping them
happy and entertained in public spaces of any kind. 

Our products use ART, PLAY & TECHNOLOGY
to promote social interaction, well being, and
create sense of value in children. 

Model: UCTT-ANG-42
Size: 42in x 24in x 2in  
Size: 1067mm x 610mm x 59mm
Product Weight: 83 lbs / 37 kg
Universal Power: 100-220 VAC
International plug styles available
Cord plugs into wall outlet
Seamless waterproof table surface

42" Ucreate Table Top
Model: UCTA-MET-4230
Size: 42in x 24in x 30in 
Size: 1067mm x 610mm x 762mm
Product Weight: 128 lbs / 58 kg
Universal Power: 100-220 VAC
International plug styles available
Cord plugs into wall outlet
Seamless waterproof table surface

42" Ucreate Table Top - Metal Legs
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Hospitals and clinics
Sensory rooms
Indoor playgrounds
Restaurants
Lobbies and waiting areas
Family entertainment centers
Shopping centers and airports

“For kids and parents alike the
Ucreate is a pleasant surprise

because of the uniquely creative
nature of the games you can play

on it.”

Barbara Johnson, Business Owner 
Wooley, MA, USA

“Any kids in the vicinity of the
Ucreate Table are instantly drawn
to it and engaged. Installation was

a breeze.

PROVIDING DIGITAL PLAY SINCE 2011

42" Ucreate Table

SUPPORTING BUSINESSES WHO SERVE FAMILIES

5,000

Over 5,000 units
sold and on track for
10,000 by 2025

24

In 24 countries
and 5 continents

Pam Coureton , Business Owner 
Kansas City, KS, USA



Solar 
A labyrinth-based puzzle game where
players are challenged to rotate and
connect the panels so the rays from
the sun can power the various items!  
Each level gets more challenging the
longer you play!

Mystery Maze
Discover the magic of our
heartwarming maze games, where you
can bring a series of animals to life by
finding the way to their heart!  
Provides players with a sense of
wonder and discovery!

Draw
Who needs paper & crayons when
you can unleash your inner Picasso
with our drawing and painting game
that allows kids to create their own
masterpiece in a virtual art studio!

Animated Coloring
Watch children bring animals to life
by as they color creatures according
to their wild imagination with our
interactive and animated jungle-
themed coloring book! 
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Embark on an epic adventure to
guide tiny heroes to a sweet victory
by dodging devouring anteaters at
every turn!  Game gets more difficult
each level completed!

Ants vs Anteaters

Rubix Cube
Put your problem-solving skills to the
test with a virtual version of the classic
brain teaser Rubix Cube game!

Four In A Row 
The whole family will enjoy this
digital twist on a classic favorite
with our two player Four In A Row
game!

A series of colorful animals awaits
selection to begin solving the classic
drop-n-drag geometrical puzzle
game!  Range of difficulty ensures
everyone is delighted and challenged!

Tangram Geo-Color Puzzles
This geometric puzzle game will keep
you on your toes as you race to match
the colors with lightning-fast speed to
keep the game going!

Pick Up Sticks
Test your dexterity and spatial
awareness with our digital pickup
sticks game!  Touch the stick on top
to get to the bottom!

A GLIMPSE OF THE GAMES

Sensory Break
Enjoy the calming power of sensory
exploration that can help anyone
relax and regain their focus with
mesmerizing colors that follow your
touch!

Wink
Experience a whimsical version of pong
that uses eye-shaped paddles and a red
ball that moves at either tortoise or hare
speed. Score five points to emerge
victorious or shed a tear.

Tic Tac Toe
Challenge a friend or the computer in
a classic game of tic-tac-toe that is
more than X’s and O’s as each board
features delightfully different images
as game pieces!

Rotate and connect the variously
misplaced lines back in the correct
position to solve each puzzle and
progress to the next level that is
even more challenging!

Hidden Connections Tower
A fast-paced stacking game that gets
progressively more difficult the longer
you play.  Stack the blocks on top of
another as accurately as you can to see
who can build the highest tower!

Pyramid Puzzle
Players are challenged to move the
colored disks from one side of the
board to the other without stacking a
larger piece on a smaller one!


